Student Exercise 1:
Sandia Forest Infestation
Acquiring Orthophotos and Satellite Imagery
Please show the instructor your downloaded index files and orthoimages.
Objectives:
• Determine appropriate imagery for particular application
• Use an index to search for orthoimages
• Download orthoimages
• Examine sources of Landsat images
Introduction
To start our project we need to acquire some of the image data we will use. One
of the initial requirements in any project is to obtain the data you will need to do
your study. This exercise is designed to introduce you to what kinds of data are
available and how we go about acquiring this data.
This project will use a 2-pronged approach to analysis. First, we need to be able
to identify areas of dead and live trees in our study area. To do this, we want to
be able to identify the trees both visually and spectrally. What does this mean?
We want both to be able to do a visual interpretation of imagery to see the trees,
and we want to take advantage of the characteristics of vegetation in non-visible
parts of the spectrum to identify the trees and their characteristics of interest.
In our case we are on a tight budget of $0.00, so cost is of great concern.
Luckily there are plenty of good, free data out there. That will be of great use to
us.
The Study Area
In order to start thinking about obtaining imagery, we need a defined study area.
Our study area is in the Sandia Mountains, specifically Pino and Oso Canyons.
To see the study area, start ArcMap and load Band 8 of our ABQ Landsat data
(:\...\ABQ_landsat\...b80.tif) and the shapefiles named:\ \
\GIS_layers\Pino_ROI.shp and Oso_ROI.shp.

At this point, we will focus on Pino Canyon.
Data
As discussed in class, we will need data that will allow us to do visual inspection
of the canyon, as well as multi-spectral analysis. We will satisfy the first
requirement by obtaining color orthophotos with high spatial resolution. For the
multi-spectral data, we will obtain Landsat images to start with.
Orthophotos
Orthophotos are aerial images that have been processed to remove geometric
distortion. In Bernalillo County, we have access to high-resolution color
orthophotos for many years. This data is available to us free of charge from the
Bernalillo County GIS website. Because of the high spatial resolution of the
images, they cover fairly small areas in order to keep file size down. Individual
orthophotos are sometimes referred to as tiles.
So the first thing we need to do is to figure out which images we need. This is
done with the aid of an index, which is also distributed on the website.
Step 1: Obtain index shapfiles to determine which orthophotos are required
Go to the Bernalillo County GIS website
http://www.bernco.gov/live/departments.asp?dept=11410
On the right side of this page are links to all the available orthophotos that the
County has, organized by year. Because we want to compare our study area
Click the link to the 2006 digital orthoimagery.

You should be at a screen that looks something like this. The first thing we need
to do is download the Tile Index Shapefile. Create a folder on your drive named
Sandias and download the zip file for this index. Extract the file and bring it up in
ArcMap with the Landsat band and the Canyon shapefiles.

Use this index to determine which orthos correspond to our study area (hint: use
the identify tool or label this layer). There are 11 images that you will need to
acquire for 2006. What are their tile names?
Answer

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Once you have determined which images you need, go back to the previous
webpage and click the Link to Ortho link. This will take you to an ftp part of the
site where the actual images reside. These images can be downloaded in .sid or
.ecw format.

Scroll through the list until you find the orthoimages that you need. Download the
files by right-clicking the link and selecting Save Target As.
Bring up the images in ArcMap to confirm that you have obtained the correct
images.

What is the spatial resolution of the 2006 images?

What is the coordinate system?

What is the spectral resolution (in general) and range of these orthophotos?

Landsat Images
We know that we need multispectral data in addition to our orthophotos. One of
the most easily-obtainable and free data sets that will satisfy this requirement is
Landsat. Landsat has 7 spectral bands including ones that coincide with both the
red and near infrared parts of the spectrum. Though we will eventually be using
a different type of imagery, we will practice acquiring Landsat images here.
As we have seen, there have been numerous Landsat missions over time. Since
the timeframe for our study is from 2002-2006, we will be acquiring Landsat 7
data. Landsat 7 carries the ETM+ sensor.
There are different ways to acquire Landsat imagery. It can be purchased
directly from the USGS EROS data center, but this is expensive. NASA has
made some Landsat imagery available for free. Since it is federally-funded data,
any organization that purchases a Landsat scene is then free to redistribute it as
they see fit. This is one of the best ways to acquire Landsat scenes.
Similar to the orthophotos, Landsat images are archived using an index system.
The Landsat index is called the World Reference System, and it stores Landsat
scenes based on a row and path number. There are different ways to determine

the row and path of the scene that you are interested in. One way is to use a
shapefile of polygons for each scene. We have this shapefile available. In
ArcMap, add the shapefile named
K:\GIS_1010\Unit2_Sandias\GIS_layers\d_pass.shp to your ArcMap project.

This shapefile stores the path and row number for each Landsat scene as an
attribute.
What are the path and row numbers for the Landsat scene being displayed (hint:
use the identify tool—make sure you are identifying the correct layer)?
Answer:
Once you have determined the path and row of the scene you are interested in,
you need to find out what data is available. To start this process, you will visit the
GloVis site http://glovis.usgs.gov/ . At the GloVis homepage, click on the map to
go to the part of the world that you are interested in (New Mexico).

The page should look something like this. On the left-hand side of the GUI there
is a place to type in parameters for your search based on the WRS location of
your scene. Use this tool to locate the scene you identified above.
You can use this search interface to locate any and all available Landsat scenes
for a given area. You can also search by sensor, month, year etc. Before you
get too excited though, most of these scenes are not free. Therefore we will not
spend any more time at this site right now.
One place to get free Landsat scenes is from the Global Land Cover Facility
website, maintained by the University of Maryland. We will visit that site now.
My favorite way to get to the site is by typing GLCF into a Google browser.

Once at the site, click on the Data & Products link at the top of the page. You will
see that for satellite imagery, this website stores ASTER, IKONOS, Landsat,
MODIS, QuickBird, OrbView and SRTM images and data products. For the time
being, we will concern ourselves with the Landsat data. Click on the Landsat
link, and then on the Download via Search and Preview Tool link, to get to this
page:

There are different ways to search for data. The simplest way is to do a
Path/Row search (if you know the path and row of your data, that is). Click on
the Path/Row Search option.

At this screen, you will be prompted to specify what type of data you are
interested in, and the path and row location of interest. DO NOT select a sensor
for the search. This will limit your search unnecessarily. In fact, do not change
any of the search settings. Simply enter your path and row information and click
on Submit Query. When your scenes are found, click the Preview and Download
link.

This will show you the available scenes for your area.
How many scenes are available for your Path and Row?
Answer:
Is there a scene available for sometime near our desired 2002-2006 timeframe?
What is the closest date?
Answer:
We will not be downloading any scenes because they are very large files and we
already have the bands that we need. If you did want to download a file, you
would click on the download button at the top of the page, as shown in the
previous figure. This link will take you to the actual downloadable data. Click on
the download link for one of the GeoTIFF files available for your Path and Row.
Examine the files you find there. What do you think these files are?
Answer:

